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  CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION  

 

1.1  Type and background of Project  

World Bank in partnership with County Government of Migori and through the 

Department of Physical planning, lands and housing intends to upgrade urban centres 

within Migori County. This is through a Kenya Urban Support Development 

program that aims to facilitate a sustainable urbanization process through an 

integrated urban and regional planning management framework in Kenyan urban 

centers and towns. Aligned to that goal, the project identifies a series of investment 

programs to enhance urbanization, infrastructure, connectivity, accessibility, safety 

and security.  

Amongst these investment program, is putting up a recreational park in Awendo 

Township which involve putting up a auditorium, basketball pitch, water pool for 

boat rowing, landscaped compound that will comprise of lush grass, ornamental 

trees, shade trees, resting chairs open ground for other outdoor recreational activities. 

 1.2  Objectives of the Study  

The objective of this study include: 

 To assess the importance of a public recreational park in an urban setup 

 To assess the financial and technical  viability of the proposed Awendo Public 

Recreational Park  

 1.3  Rationale behind the Study  

The study is necessary as it will help in establishing the financial and technical 

viability of the project thereby ensuring that value for public money is protected. 

 1.4  Scope of the Study  

The physical scope is limited to the proposed site and the immediate environment as 

may be affected by or may affect the proposed project. This report include an 

assessment of the impacts of the proposed project site and its environ with reference 

to policy, legal and administrative framework, description of the proposed project, 

baseline information, assessments of the possible environmental impacts, on the 

biophysical, socio-economic, religious and cultural aspects, proposition of 

alternatives, and development of mitigation and compensatory measures to take care 

of the significant negative impacts. 
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1.5 Methodology  

The methodology adopted for the preparation of the study is as follows-  

This feasibility study was undertaken through the following process:  

Preliminary assessment of the site; where the experts toured the site and its 

neighbourhood to get a comprehensive site baseline data. This was collected 

through observation, photographing interview with neighbours orally and through 

questionnaires.  

 Analyzing the project design and the intended activities; Desk review (review of 

existing legal framework governing the implementation of the project, Project 

Design, Migori County Integrated Development Plan (CIDP) reports as well as 

unpublished material.  

Consultation and Public Participation: widely consulting with the local 

communities (neighbors to the project site and the general public) through oral 

interviews, fill in of questionnaires and meetings in order to get their views 

expectations and concerns. The findings were then analyzed and incorporated in this 

project report.  

Data analyses: Desk study of the study reports and publications on urban public 

recreational parks issues, and collection of secondary data from those sources.  
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CHAPTER II: THE PROJECT 

  

 2.1  Background 

Recreation is the sum total of all human, social-cultural and economic activities that 

enhances the therapeutic status of the mind. It brings a relaxation of the body and 

mind.  

Recreational areas can be private or public. There is need to provide the facilities 

both in the rural and urban areas because of the following reasons:  

 Need for relaxation after a long day’s work/break from routine  

 Income generation/economic activities  

 Social interaction  

 Tourist attraction  

 Set as carbon sinks/breathers  

 Preservation of socio-cultural and or religious values  

 Environmental conservation-forest, trees, flowers planting  

 Competing users due to population pressure hence overcrowding living 

conditions in the informal settlements.  

Areas of recreation include:  

 Areas of scenic beauty  

 Areas of historic/cultural importance  

 Unique physiographic features  

 Parks, forests, water masses, etc.  

 Play fields, stadia, green spaces, zoos, snake parks, museum, amusement 

parks, etc.  

 Discotheques and cinema halls  

 Conservation areas  

 Road reserves  

 2.2 Demand for Recreational 

There are several socio economic factors among the urban and rural population that 

suggest a real need for a generous provision of green spaces within the urban 

environment. These include:  

(a)New urban population  
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The majority of adult population in urban areas are migrants from rural areas and 

show a strong attachment to the land. The rural environment has been a formative 

influence in their lives.  

(b)Low earnings  

The majority of the population lack money for all but their basic needs. They are 

therefore essentially pedestrian and their recreation must be found within walking 

distance to their homes. They cannot afford much living space and tend to live in 

cramped overcrowded conditions. Some relief is necessary from the pressure 

generated by overcrowding. 

(c) Population Structure  

Majority of the population in major urban areas are under 25 years. Open spaces 

are therefore necessary for their health physical and psychological development. 

Overcrowded living conditions, lack variety in the environment and lack of 

opportunities for independent play and exploration during the early years of 

children tend to inhibit their intellectual development. It is therefore essential to 

provide opportunities for children toplay in safe attractive and stimulating 

surroundings within the residential areas.  

(d) Limitations on Public Expenditure  

Public funds are limited and this could result in poverty of the man-made 

environment. A sensible landscaping policy could be one of the cheapest and most 

effective way of counteracting eyesores in the manmade environment; producing 

an urban environment in which it is attractive to live and work and providing areas 

of inexpensive recreational opportunity.  

Recreation in the Urban Areas  

Recreational areas are mainly meant to fulfill the physiological needs of the 

community which also promotes various socio cultural aspects and strengthens 

individual health. Recreational facilities include: major open spaces (parks and 

buffer zones), stadia, sports complexes, theatre, cinemas, restaurants, etc. These 

demand the market of a total urban population including local and foreign tourists. 

It is not possible to fix standards for open spaces at the urban level as these 

essentially develop from opportunities in the environment. However, specific 

recreational spaces are preferred to mere open spaces.  
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2.3 Justification for Awendo Public Park  

Owing to the compact nature of the town and limited land for development it is 

preferred that the area which was proposed for stadium in the previous physical 

development plan be converted into a public park. The reason behind this is that the 

park will accommodate more functions/activities than the stadium which will limit 

the number and type of recreational activities carried thereto.  

The park will be able to provide a wide range of recreational opportunities such as:  

 Area for settling in quietly with scented gardens, color gardens, flower and 

shrub displays small enclosures, etc.:  

 Area for walking through such as quiet paths, shades avenues:  

 Areas of flat expanse which encourage ball games, running about and 

exercising in addition to providing space for displays, fairs, shows, etc.;  

 Arena for open air display of traditional dancing, plays, concerts, shows mass 

meeting, etc.;  

 Children play grounds. 

2.4 Current Status of the project site 

The proposed project site is a plot that was designated for Awendo stadium as per 

Migori Development Plan (PDP). By the time of project planning, the site was an 

open space with no fence and there is no government structure on it hence the 

government had not put it in good use. Consequently, some individuals encroached 

the site and erected residential building hence were staying on site, some turned part 

of the site as maize farm while some parts were used as waste disposal and gravel 

excavation sites.  

 

To maximally use the site, all the illegal activities being undertaken on site will be 

stopped and those who encroached the site will be evicted. The site is neighbored 

by residential premises, Awendo east SDA Church, and a stream that makes the 

plot boundary to the west. It was noted that, some residential premises that have 

encroached the site have also encroached the plot hence will be required to vacate 

areas they have encroached. 

2.5 Geographical location 

The proposed Awendo recreational park is to be situated in MigoriCounty, Awendo 

Sub County Awendo Township. The site is located to the south of Awendo 
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Anglican Church and to the west of Awendo east SDA church and it is on point 

latitude 0°54'44.00"S and Longitude 34°31'57.12"E. 
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    Project location  

 2.6 Project Design and Space Analysis  

The proposed project involves reconstruction and utilization of Awendo 

recreational Park. It comprises of auditorium, basketball pitch, water pool for boat 

rowing, landscaped compound that will comprise of lush grass, ornamental trees, 

shade trees, resting chairs open ground for other outdoor recreational activities.  

i. Auditorium: it is designed to be octagon in shape comprising of hexagon shaped 

auditorium, restaurant with its associated facilities; kitchen, cold rooms and stores, 

control room, washrooms, Auditorium management offices and reception. This 

will be constructed on the upper part of the plot.  

ii. Basketball pitch: this will comprise of the basketball pitch and its pavilion;  

iii. Boat riding / rowing water pool: the project will have two pools for boat 

rowing that will be constructed as per the designs.  
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iv. Vehicle parking area: the facility will have a parking areas located at a point it 

will not interfere with the serenity of the park. It will be located on the upper 

side/wall of the park. It will be well constructed using cabros.  

v. Washroom: The Park is expected to host a larger number of people visiting the 

premise for conference, games and other recreational purposes hence a need for 

adequate sanitary facilities. In this regard, the park has a number of washrooms 

located in the auditorium building and external ablution blocks. The washrooms 

have provision for gender, hand wash and facility for disabled.  

vi. Roads and walling: The park will be accessed via two routes;  

bus park side through the road passing on the frontage of 

Awendo Anglican church; and  

– Kisii Highway through the road passing on the frontage 

of Nereah Hotel.  

The park will have a perimeter wall al round it and two gates. To access the park 

vehicle can enter the park through one route/gate and exit through the other route 

gate. The road also goes round the park hence one can use these routes to access 

the project area without passing through the park. This ensures that access of the 

neighbouring premises will not be hindered.  

v. Landscaping: The remaining part of compound will be landscaped to comprise 

of lush grass, ornamental trees, shade trees, resting chairs and open ground for 

other outdoor recreational activities.  

 

vi. Water supply: this facility will require a lot of water that will be used in the 

auditorium facility for consumption a d domestic purposes and in boat 

rowing/riding pool. In this regard, the project has a provision to connect the park to 

MIWASCO water line and also to drill a borehole as a source of water for 

conference and other domestic use. Water for boat rowing pol will be sourced from 

a nearby stream that passes on the lower part of the site.  

 

It will be constructed as per the respective structural engineer’s details as provided 

for in the architectural designs plan.  
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Building structures; Auditorium, ablution / public toilets will be masonry buildings 

on galvanized steel roofing sheets laid at 15 degrees pitch on steel truss. Boat 

rowing pools will be done on masonry walling well lined to prevent water lose 

through ground leaking. Landscaping will include stone pitching, ground leveling 

and vegetation planting. 

  

 2.7 Construction Management  

The experienced County Project Coordination Team (CPCT) having close 

coordination with the engineer will look after the construction of the building.  The 

team shall be made responsible for coordinating with the client, contractor and the 

engineer while ensuring quality and working schedule.  Works like regular 

construction supervision, preparation of detail construction drawings other than 

provided by the engineer, checking of bill of quantities and invoices, preparation of 

project report etc shall be undertaken by the CPCT  

  

 2.8  Project Schedule  

a). Project planning  

This is a government project proposed to be implemented on a government plot. 

The plan has already been prepared and therefore proponent will first ensure that 

the project (building plan) has been approved by all the relevant offices. The 

construction tender shall then be awarded to a contractor who will then move to the 

site to prepare it for the construction works. The proposed project site is vast 

enough for the project hence there will be no need of getting extra plot. The site 

will therefore be cleared; waste debris and vegetation, after which contractor will 

enclose the site, put up his site office and erect a construction board indicating the 

kind of project, work and professionals involved including all the approval 

acquired. As such the site will be handed over to the contractor until the end of 

construction work.  

This is a big and an important project for the county and therefore before the work 

begins, there will be a ground breaking ceremony lead by the County Governor.  

b). construction phase  

i). Sourcing and transportation of building, materials  
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Building materials will be transported to the project site from their extraction, 

manufacture or storage site using transport tracks. While the sourcing of the 

materials will be done from Migori County and neighboring regions/counties, great 

emphasis will be laid on procurement of material from within the local area which 

will make both economic and environmental sense as it will reduce negative 

impacts of long distance transportation of material to the project site. In case where 

materials are not available locally or nationally, they will be sourced oversea and 

transported by an appropriate means to the construction site.  

ii). Storage of materials  

Bulky building materials such as rough stones, ballast, stones, and steel will be 

carefully pilled on site. Contractor will also put up a temporary structure where 

some equipment and materials such as paints, cements and others that are 

vulnerable to weather will be stored.  

iii). Excavation and foundation work  

Excavation will be carried out to level the ground, prepare the site for construction 

of foundations, pavements, drainage system, boat rowing water pool, septic 

system. Use of heavy earthmoving machinery will be necessary more so when 

excavating boat rowing water pool, basketball pitch and septic tanks.   

Approved anti-termite will be applied before work commenced and approved 

dump proof course (D.P.C.) will be provided under the walling.  

iv). Masonry, concrete, steel works and related activities.  

The construction of perimeter wall; ablution block, the auditorium foundation and 

pavement among other component of the project will involve a lot of masonry 

works and related activities. General masonry and related activities will include 

stone shaping, concrete mixing, plastering, slab construction and curing of fresh 

concrete surfaces. These activities are known to be labour intensive hence will be 

supplemented by machinery such as concrete mixers and vibrators.  

Roofing, part of the fence and roofing will involve a lot of steel and civil works. 

Steel works will include sheet metal cutting, raising the roofing such as galvanized 

iron sheets, structural steels columns and trusts to the roof and fastening as will be 

required.  

As such all the component of the project will be constructed as detailed in the 

approved structural and architectural plans. This will also be to the satisfaction of 

the proponent; government and the public.  
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v). Plumbing  

Installation of pipe work for water distribution, foul water and storm water draining 

will be carried out within the project components. Plumbing will also be done to 

distribute electricity to all points and section of the park. Plumbing will include 

metals, wire and plastic cutting, the use of adhesives, metal grinding and wall 

drilling among others.  

vi). Removal of construction wastes from the sites  

Once the construction will be complete, all waste generated at the site and 

remaining surplus materials will be removed for recycling, reuse in other projects 

or for safe disposal at a legal disposal site.  

vii) Landscaping  

The project is designed to be a recreational park and therefore what will majorly 

makes it to be a recreational part is the serene / aesthetic environment. After 

construction of park components; hall, ablution blocks, basketball pitch, parking 

area and boat rowing water point, and after the site is cleared of waste and surplus 

materials, the remaining open space will be landscaped to give the park a serene 

environment. This will be by ripped off the compacted soil, tree, lush grass and 

flowers planting. Where necessary, stone pitching and other beautification 

structures will be put in place. Open air resting wooden or concrete permanent 

chairs will also be provided.  

c). Description of Activities during Operation Phase  

This is a recreational park project and therefore upon construction to completion 

and upon commissioning, the project will be used as designed. Activities involved 

will include:-  

 Holding meetings, seminars, workshops and other hall related events.  

 Playing basketball game,  

 Boat rowing,  

 Open air children play activities,  

 Resting and other associated recreation activities as will be deemed friendly to 

the environment by park management.  

For a continued and sustainable use, maintenance activities will be undertaken on 

various components of the park i.e repair of buildings, water facilities, roads, 

ablution blocks, pavilion, basketball pitch, pavements, the hall, boat rowing pool 
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and security management (fencing and gate) among other components. This will be 

done to ensure that the park maintains its required standards that will be of 

economic, social, recreational and environmental benefit to the users, neighbours, 

the surrounding ecosystem and the County Government of Migori; the proponent.  

d). Description of the Project's Decommissioning Activities  

County Government of Migori and its community have no intension to 

decommission the park in near futures. However, a number of factors / reasons 

may contribute to the need for decommissioning. This may include an order by a 

court of law, County Government deeming it necessary to put up am more value 

adding project / facility to its people.  

In case there will be a need to decommission the park, the proponent will undertake 

all the decommissioning activities and process that will ensure decommissioning is 

done in an environmentally friendly manner and the site is returned to its original 

state as much as practicable or conversing to another use is done in an 

environmentally friendly manner. A decommissioning plan will be prepared and 

submitted to the relevant departments for approval.  

Once the decommissioning plan is approved the decommissioning activities will 

involve:- informing the relevant authorities and stakeholders on the plan to 

decommission the park and reasons for decommissioning. Dismantling of all the 

building components that can be dismantled for reuse will be undertaken. The 

remaining components including buildings, pavements, and Drainage systems will 

be demolished hence large quantities of solid waste will be generated requiring the 

proponent to put measures for management of the same that will involve recycling, 

reuse or disposal of such wastes.  

Once all wastes resulting from demolition and dismantling works are removed 

from the site, restoration through replenishment of the top soil and re-vegetation 

using indigenous plant species and other fast growing tree species will take place.  

2.9 Construction activities and time frame  

The proposed project is expected to start soon once all the approvals are obtained. 

The contractor shall, upon receiving instructions to proceed with the works, draw 

up a time table and progress schedule to which the works are to be carried out and 

stating the appropriate dates. This time and progress schedule is to be agreed upon 

with the proponent and no deviation from the order set out in the schedule will be 

permitted without the written consent of the engineer in charge. Generally it is 

proposed that the project will take approximately 18 months from the start of 
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construction to the commissioning of the park. The contractor however, will have 

to undertake maintenance of the park 18 months after completion of construction 

works.  

2.10 Input, output, products and by-products  

2.10.1. Project input  

i). Materials for construction and machineries  

All materials shall be new unless otherwise directed or permitted by the architect 

and shall be of the best quality and description unless otherwise described. They 

will include:- water, poles, Rough stones, building sand, steel bars for column, 

gauge steel panels, bolts, galvanized steel roofing sheets, ballast, water, cement, 

Glasses, building stones, nails, paints, PVC materials (pipes, conduits, and 

fittings), among others as outlined in the bill of quantity.  

All materials will be locally sourced as much as possible from shops, hardware, 

quarries and timber yards within the project surrounding as well as from larger 

region unless otherwise stated by the architect. This is to minimize any negative 

impact that may result from long distance transportation of materials and also to 

maximize environmental benefits to the area under discussion. The transportation 

of the materials to and from the site shall essentially be by road using Lorries or 

other conveyors as appropriate Concrete vibrators, Concrete mixer, soil excavator, 

grader, water pumps, transportation trucks and vehicles are machineries that will 

be moved and used on the site during construction phase. Contractor will ensure 

that they are maintained, serviced and stored in a manner that they will not cause 

obstruction, injuries or destruction to the environment during their use.  

ii). Land space:  

The project sits on a parcel of land that measures approximately 3.5 hectares.  

iii). Labor  

This will include personnel who will be hired / employed to provide their 

professional and casual skills to the project during its construction and operational 

phase. For the construction phase, they will be hired by the contracted contractor 

while during operational phase, employees will be the county employees i.e. 

revenue collectors, enforcement officers, Park manager, cleaners, security officers 

among others employed by the proponent. The number will depend on the amount 

of work to be undertaken. Construction activities are a short term hence the 

personnel will not be employed on a permanent basis but on casual basis. 
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Operational phase is a long term activity hence workers will be employed as per 

the government employment Act. .  

2.10.2. Output / product  

The product of the proposed project is a completely constructed recreational park as 

provided for in the plan.  

2.10.3. By-product  

The project has no by products except wastes that can be reused.  

2.11 Project budget  

The project is budgeted to cost 83,000,000/= 
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CHAPTER III: STAKEHOLDERS/PUBLIC PARTICIPATION  

 

3.1. Introduction  

Stakeholder Engagement and Public Participation Process is an integral aspect of 

successful decision making while undertaking a feasibility study. Public participation 

is a key requirement as stipulated in Article 69 of the Kenyan Constitution, 2010, and 

Section 87 & 113 of the County Governments Act, 2012. Stakeholder Engagement and 

Public Participation is also necessary for Category ‘B’ projects provided under World 

Bank Safeguards Policies. OP/BP 4.01  

 
3.2. Objective  

Stakeholder Engagement and Public Participation Process is an important process 

through which stakeholders including beneficiaries and members of public living in 

project areas are given an opportunity to contribute to the overall project design by 

making recommendations and raising concerns on the projects before it is 

implemented. In addition, the process creates a sense of responsibility, commitment 

and local ownership for smooth implementation.  

 
3.3. Methodology used  

For this project, the first consultation took place between the expert and the proponent. 

The issues discussed in this first consultative meeting include:- project location, scope 

of work and project designs. 

  

Second consultation took place between the expert and the lead agencies; physical 

planning, environment, survey and Environment departments.  

Third consultation took place between the experts and those who had encroached the 

site and project site neighbours.  

The expert and his team moved from premise to premise within the project 

neighbourhood giving the participants details of the project. A discussion group was 

also held on site, where those on site were interviewed on their expectations of the 

project. A questionnaire was distributed to the neighbours of the project site to solicit 

their comments.  

 
3.4. Findings  

From the discussion with key stakeholders and analysis of the questionnaire 

administered, it was found that the public are for the project as no one objected to its 

implementation. In support of their acceptance of the project they noted that the project 

will:-  
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i. Create numerous employment opportunities for them more so during construction 

and operational phases. This will improve their economic wellbeing and it will provide 

them with money to enable them buy food and pay school fees on time.  

ii. Boost the local businesses due to increased buyers during construction and 

operational phase.  

iii. Be a source of entertainment during its operational phase as the park will comprise 

of boat ride pool, hall, basketball pitch and a restaurant.  

iv. Improve the general infrastructure of the area due to the fact that more roads will be 

opened and existing ones will be upgraded. In addition, there will be an adequate water 

supply to the surrounding neighborhood and more premises will be connected to 

electricity.  

v. Improve sustainable development within the area as government through NEMA 

will ensure environmental safety and monitor the compliance of the proposed project 

with the environmental regulations.  

vi. Improve the aesthetic value of the area as the dumping of waste currently 

undertaken on site will stop.  

vii. During this exercise, it was also realized that, those who had encroached the site 

were aware of a need to vacate the site as they had been notified by the proponent. 

They had no objection 
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CHAPTER IV: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

From the foregoing analyses the proposed project will foster a range of positive 

impacts to the neighbourhood.  This study has revealed that the public will realize 

the value for their money which is to be used in the implementation of the project. 

Therefore we recommend that the project can be implemented as scheduled as it has 

been found to be financially and technically viable.  
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